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Featuring in this weeks Edition: 
- Hustle App

- BitIRA

- Hassonline

- Simbcoin

- Smart Trade Coin

- Bank Of Hodlers

- ASTR Coin

- Aluna

- Monfex

Also Get,

- Markets Analysis

- Market News Update

- Read Our Latest Blog:

TOP TEN BITCOIN BILLIONAIRES – BEST 
CRYPTOCURRENCY TO INVEST IN

SUBSCRIBE NOW

CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the 

globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongo-

ing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.

Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert techni-

cal analysis, providing trading opportunities to our sub-

scribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers 

can keep up to speed with the current developments in 

the crypto markets.

Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade 

active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also 

take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects 

with real value!

No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep 

on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to 

your inbox each and every week.

What are you waiting for?

Subscribe now!

http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/richest-people-in-crypto-best-cryptocurrency-to-invest-in/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-trading-education/richest-people-in-crypto-best-cryptocurrency-to-invest-in/
http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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Most major cryptocurrencies have broken down of their range. 

Traders should stay on the sidelines and avoid catching a falling 

knife. After the current fall, the crypto markets are likely to turn-

around early next year. Hence, keep the shopping list ready to 

make the most of the depressed prices.

Large investors, holding between 1,000 to 1 million Bitcoins, have 

been buying since the crypto bubble burst in end-2017. They 

currently hold 42.1% of all Bitcoin supply compared to 37.9% dur-

ing the peak of the previous bull market. This shows that these 

investors are bullish on the long-term prospects of Bitcoin, hence, 

they have been accumulating at lower levels. On the other hand, 

the top 1,000 addresses now control 34.8% supply, a marginal 

increase from 34.4% at the end of 2017. 

Though the institutional interest in cryptocurrencies has been 

gradually increasing, it is still only a slow trickle. Tom Jessop, the 

president of Fidelity Digital Assets, believes that the lack of regu-

latory clarity and absence of track record are the main reasons 

that are holding back the institutional investors. However, he 

believes that these problems will “solve themselves with time.”

While Bitcoin is staring at a deeper fall in the short-term, Mark 

Yusko, the chief executive and chief investment officer at Morgan 

Creek Capital Management, expects Bitcoin to rally to $100,000 

by 2021. That is not all, he expects Bitcoin’s bull run to continue 

and reach $250,000 by 2025 and $400,000 or $500,000 by 

2030. While the long-term targets look attractive, the short-term 

is painting a bearish picture. Buying in a downtrend can quickly 

turn the position into a loss. Hence, the traders should wait for the 

decline to end before buying.

Hello crypto traders welcome to this week’s 111th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall 

Cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $188 Billion. We have seen a $13 Billion decrease in the 

Market Cap since the last week. Bitcoin price is currently around $6950 and ether price is cur-

rently at $133 The current market cap for bitcoin is $126 Billion and for altcoins the current market 

cap is $62 Billion.

Percentage of 

Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS

Bitcoin

Ethereum

XRP

Tether

Bitcoin Cash

Litecoin

EOS

Binance Coin

Bitcoin SV

Tezos

Others

67.06%

7.25%

4.62%

2.21%

1.90%

1.36%

1.19%

1.11%

0.85%

0.62%

11.32%
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TOP 10 COINS

Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation

http://bit.ly/32u6FXw
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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http://bit.ly/34wkVAs
http://bit.ly/34yBQSV
http://bit.ly/34yBQSV
http://bit.ly/34yBQSV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X80DkbirdNQ
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https://www.simbcoin.net/shareholder/package/confirm_package/1
https://www.simbcoin.net/shareholder/package/confirm_package/2
https://www.simbcoin.net/shareholder/package/confirm_package/9
https://www.simbcoin.net/shareholder/package/confirm_package/4
https://www.simbcoin.net/shareholder/package/confirm_package/5
https://www.simbcoin.net/shareholder/package/confirm_package/6
https://www.simbcoin.net/shareholder/package/confirm_package/7
https://www.simbcoin.net/shareholder/package/confirm_package/8
https://facebook.com/SimBCOIN
https://twitter.com/SimbCoin
https://www.instagram.com/simbcoin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLifJUKAID12NTSaeQk9Jbw
https://www.simbcoin.net/
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BITCOIN - BTC/USD

Bitcoin turned down from the 20-day EMA on Dec. 9. This is a negative sign as it shows that the 

sentiment is to sell on minor rallies rather than buy the dips. The failure of the bulls to defend the 

support at $7,080 has attracted further selling.

With both moving averages sloping down and the RSI close to the oversold zone, the advantage 

is clearly with the bears. The next support on the downside is $6,526. If this level also cracks, the 

sentiment will become hugely negative and will delay the recovery in price.

However, we anticipate the bulls to mount a strong defence at $6,526 level. If the support holds, 

a relief rally to the 20-day EMA and above it to $7,870 is possible. We shall turn positive after the 

price breaks out and sustains above the resistance line of the wedge. Until then, traders can remain 

on the sidelines. 

CRYPTO 
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USD

Ether has dipped below the recent low of $131.80, which is a bearish sign. Both moving averages 

are sloping down and the RSI is in oversold territory, which indicates that bears are in command.

If the price sustains below $131.80, the decline can extend to the next support at $120 and below it 

$100. However, if the bears fail to sustain the price below $131.80, the bulls will attempt a bounce, 

which will face stiff resistance at the 20-day EMA. If the price again turns down from the 20-day EMA, 

the downtrend will resume. 

Conversely, a break above the 20-day EMA will indicate accumulation at lower levels. We will wait 

for a reversal pattern to form before recommending a trade in it.

http://bit.ly/32pYThk
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RIPPLE - XRP/USD

The range between $0.21262 and $0.2365 resolved to the downside on December 16. It was fol-

lowed by another strong move down, which broke below the recent low of $0.20256. This is a huge 

negative as it shows that the buyers are still not keen to support XRP at these levels.

Both the moving averages are sloping down and the RSI is in oversold territory, which shows that 

bears have the upper hand. The next support on the downside is $0.17.

Our bearish view will be invalidated if the bulls quickly push the price back above $0.21262. Such 

a move will indicate a strong demand at lower levels. However, we suggest traders wait for a trend 

reversal pattern to form before initiating long positions. 

http://bit.ly/2nNK2P7
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BITCOIN CASH  - BCH/USD

Bitcoin Cash has dropped close to the recent low of $192.10. If the bears sink the price below this 

support, the downtrend will resume. The next support on the downside is at $166.98. The downslop-

ing moving averages and the RSI close to the oversold zone suggests that bears are in the driver’s 

seat.

Contrary to our assumption, if the bulls defend the support at $192.10, the cryptocurrency could 

rebound to the 20-day EMA. A breakout of this level is likely to carry the price to $227.04. We will 

wait for the price to breakout of this level before turning positive.

http://bit.ly/34JxYyx
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LITECOIN  - LTC/USD

Litecoin dropped below the critical support at $42.16 on December 16. This is a huge negative as 

it shows a lack of buyers even at these levels. With the fall, the small bullish divergence that was 

developing on the RSI has been invalidated.

Unless the price quickly climbs back above $42.16, the decline is likely to extend to the next sup-

port at $32. 

Our bearish view will be negated if aggressive value-buying by the bulls can push the price back 

above $42.16. However, as the cryptocurrency has been consistently making lower highs and lower 

lows, we will wait for the trend to change before proposing a trade in it.

https://rebrand.ly/fbpurl
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http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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As the European Union considers developing its own digital currency to rival Facebook’s crypto-

currency project Libra, consumers and politicians in Italy, Lithuania and Sweden are exploring the 

adoption of Bitcoin and digital assets.

Italy, with a gross domestic product of $2 trillion, has the ninth largest economy in the world and the 

second highest debt in the euro area after Greece. This economic instability coincides with consum-

ers and merchants who are moving toward digital assets for daily business transactions.

While Italian residents prefer cash over other payment methods, market data provider Statista 

reveals that as of November of 2019, an estimated 835 stores and companies in Italy now accept 

Bitcoin. Lombardy, Trentino-South Tyrol and Veneto are Italy’s leading regions for BTC adoption. 

The country also currently has 62 Bitcoin ATMs installed across several different cities.

Meanwhile, Lithuania’s reserve bank is set to launch a blockchain-based digital token for collectors 

in the spring of 2020 as the country plans to expand its fintech ecosystem. The cryptocurrency col-

lectibles, which will only be available via the central bank’s online store, commemorate the country’s 

declaration of independence in 1918 and its 20 signatories.

ADVANCEMENTS IN THE 
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
Italy Goes for Bitcoin, Lithuania Issues Crypto Collectible, Sweden Eyes 

Digital Currency

Read more...

https://dailyhodl.com/2019/12/16/italy-goes-for-bitcoin-lithuania-issues-crypto-collectible-sweden-eyes-digital-currency/
https://dailyhodl.com/2019/12/16/italy-goes-for-bitcoin-lithuania-issues-crypto-collectible-sweden-eyes-digital-currency/
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This week, a bitcoin video went viral on TikTok for the first time. It follows mentions of BTC by sev-

eral high-profile investors, individuals, and companies.

The video shared by crypto entrepreneur Thomas Schulz showed a room full of mining equipment 

with the caption, “this is why GPU prices went up.”

Growing popularity of bitcoin and crypto

Bitcoin is still considered to be in a short-term bear trend following its drop from $13,900 to sub-

$7,000.

Media mentions of the dominant cryptocurrency have dropped, and the number of deals happening 

in the crypto industry has noticeably decreased.

But, as bitcoin approaches its 12th birthday and the third block-reward halving in its history, the 

mainstream awareness of cryptocurrencies in general has started to increase.

On Dec. 15, for instance, the popular product discovery platform Product Hunt tweeted “bitcoin.”

Bitcoin Video Goes Viral on TikTok as Crypto Sees Mainstream Attention

Read more...

https://www.ccn.com/bitcoin-video-goes-viral-on-tiktok-as-crypto-sees-mainstream-attention/
https://www.ccn.com/bitcoin-video-goes-viral-on-tiktok-as-crypto-sees-mainstream-attention/
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Fresh data reveals that for the last one month, European business hours have recorded high levels 

of activities on Bitcoin futures trades within the BitMEX platform. High volumes of BitMEX XBT/USD 

futures contracts were witnessed during European business hours, Bitcoinist reports.

The data shows that Europe is slowly becoming a hot crypto market especially in the last one year. 

The region has adopted crypto-friendly banking services and wealth levels are growing coupled 

with a superb tech sector, which have enhanced interest for crypto trading.

This year, trading BTC positions increased steadily before hodling behaviors were witnessed lead-

ing to a wave of buyers who want to take advantage of the situation. BitMEX ranks high among the 

highly active Bitcoin markets, increasing to the popularity of Bitcoin futures.

Despite the high popularity of Bitcoin futures and cryptos in general, traders and users in Europe 

are still facing some challenges. Crypto users and traders are forced to comply with highly stringent 

KYC guidelines and it is expected that tight monitoring will be implemented in the near future. Such 

aspects have led to some crypto-based companies to close shop such as BottlePay which is a crypto 

payment platform which cited restrictive AML regulations as the reason for their closure.

New Data Indicates That Europeans Are The Most Active Traders For Bitcoin 

Futures On BitMEX

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/new-data-indicates-that-europeans-are-the-most-active-traders-for-bitcoin-futures-on-bitmex/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/new-data-indicates-that-europeans-are-the-most-active-traders-for-bitcoin-futures-on-bitmex/
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Privacy-focused browser Brave shows no signs of slowing down as it reached a new milestone three 

weeks before the end of the year. According to data from BATGrowth, there are currently more than 

350,000 verified publishers on the platform and over 220,000 BAT addresses.

350,000 publishers support Brave’s effort to revolutionize advertising

Few companies in the crypto industry have seen the kind of success Brave has. The privacy-focused 

Browser, created by Mozilla’s own Brendan Eich, has been reaching milestone after milestone, sur-

passing much older and much more established competitors.

The latest major milestone for the company has been surpassing 350,000 publishers on its platform. 

The number of websites, creators, and companies that signed up for Brave’s rewards program has 

been on the rise since last year. Data from BATGrowth has shown that there are currently 351,111 

verified publishers on the platform, with more than 231,000 of them being YouTube creators.

The number of verified publishers on other platforms, including Twitch, Twitter, Reddit, Vimeo and 

GitHub, have all increased between 20 and 35 percent in less than a month.

One of the few metrics that have shown a “slower” growth is the number of BAT addresses. 

According to BATGrowth, the network had 221,910 addresses at press time, which is just a 5 percent 

increase from the 211,371 addresses it had this time last month.

There are now more than 350,000 verified publishers on Brave

Read more...

https://cryptoslate.com/there-are-now-more-than-350000-verified-publishers-on-brave/
https://cryptoslate.com/there-are-now-more-than-350000-verified-publishers-on-brave/
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Indian Legislator Says Cryptocurrency Is Inevitable, Despite Ban on Bitcoin

Read more...

Subramanian Swamy, an economist and member of the Indian parliament, says cryptocurrency is 

unstoppable.

According to a report by media outlet Sarkaritel, Swamy says China is ahead of the US in piloting 

digital currencies and India now needs to catch up.

“Cryptocurrency is inevitable. I advocate that India as an established super power in software should 

accept to the transition to cryptocurrency.”

His comments on digital assets follow reports that the Reserve Bank of India is exploring the use of 

central bank digital currencies.

Swamy is participating in the launch of an international initiative for “cryptocurrency issues” from 

India by chairing a conference by BEGIN India Think Tank at the United Nations, supported by the 

UN Technology Innovation Labs.

https://dailyhodl.com/2019/12/16/indian-legislator-says-cryptocurrency-is-inevitable-despite-ban-on-bitcoin/
https://dailyhodl.com/2019/12/16/indian-legislator-says-cryptocurrency-is-inevitable-despite-ban-on-bitcoin/
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http://bit.ly/35VMXqI
https://www.youtube.com/c/HaasOnlineOfficial
https://twitter.com/haasonline1
https://www.facebook.com/haasonlinesoftware/
https://discord.gg/emP8u5u
https://www.linkedin.com/company/haasonline-software/
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Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro announced that this week the government will pay half a 

Petro to Venezuelan retirees and public workers as Christmas bonus.

With a total of 4,500,000 retirees and 3,500,000 public workers, Maduro said in a speech on Dec. 

15 that he expects to deliver half a Petro to more than 8 million Venezuelans this week. This follows 

up on remarks Maduro made in mid-November.

With a fixed value of $60 established by the Venezuelan government, the average Petro bonus that 

each Venezuelan will receive will be equivalent to $30. It is estimated that the government will give 

out some $240 million, according to the valuation given to the state cryptocurrency.

Maduro decreed that this week will begin a “new stage of economic and social protection” within 

the Venezuelan economy, referring to the delivery of half a Petro to Venezuelans.

Christmas Bonus?: Maduro’s Gov’t Promises 8M Venezuelans Half a Petro Each

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/christmas-bonus-maduros-govt-promises-8m-venezuelans-half-a-petro-each
https://cointelegraph.com/news/christmas-bonus-maduros-govt-promises-8m-venezuelans-half-a-petro-each
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Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) has launched a new blockchain developers’ kit that it claims will 

make developing apps up to 40 percent faster.

TCS, the information technology subsidiary of Tata Group and India’s largest company by market 

cap, said Monday that its Quartz DevKit is now generally available as an “intuitive, low code devel-

opment kit for enterprises to quickly build and deploy blockchain applications on any popular block-

chain platform.”

Designed to remove some of the complexity of building with blockchain, the toolbox allows devs 

to create apps on major blockchain platforms such as ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric or R3 Corda, 

according to a press release.

“We developed the Quartz DevKit to help [clients’] teams rapidly put together high-quality pilots 

using smart contracts on any platform with reduced coding effort. We have received very positive 

feedback from our pilot customers, and are pleased to make the DevKit available for use at scale,” 

said R Vivekanand, global head of Quartz at TCS.

Tata’s IT Arm Says Its New Toolkit Will Enable Faster Blockchain App Development

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/tatas-it-arm-says-its-new-toolkit-will-enable-faster-blockchain-app-development
https://www.coindesk.com/tatas-it-arm-says-its-new-toolkit-will-enable-faster-blockchain-app-development
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Bitcoin and XRP were the world’s largest virtual assets going into 2019. However, while Bitcoin 

continues to dominate the market over the year, Ethereum did manage to overtake XRP on the 

cryptocurrency charts.

Over the course of the last twelve months, Bitcoin and Ethereum have recorded a period of prolific 

performance, with the two crypto-assets helping scale the collective market by almost $75 billion 

from 1 January to 30 November.

According to a report by Blockchain Capital, 2019 witnessed major highs in the market with regards 

to Bitcoin, whereas Ethereum also recorded strong fundamentals. The data cited by the report sug-

gested that the market valuations of BTC and ETH were strongly oppressed over the 2nd half of 

2019. That being said, the report added that the overall gains of the two cryptocurrencies remained 

positive.

At press time, Bitcoin was priced at $7255. The valuation of the king coin was up by approximately 

95 percent year-to-date, while Ethereum registered a growth of over 10 percent. Although other 

assets such as BCH and Litecoin recorded better performances than ETH in terms of price, they 

lagged behind in terms of market cap.

1.6 trillion Bitcoin transactions facilitated over last 2 years

Read more...

https://ambcrypto.com/1-6-trillion-bitcoin-transactions-facilitated-over-last-2-years-report/
https://ambcrypto.com/1-6-trillion-bitcoin-transactions-facilitated-over-last-2-years-report/
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New Zealand’s ASB Bank, owned by Commonwealth Bank of Australia, has participated in a new 

$1.7 million funding round by blockchain startup TradeWindow.

The startup provides a software-as-a-service supply chain solution to create a “single trading win-

dow” accessible by all parties involved in the transaction from the importer to the exporter.

ASB Bank is now the second-biggest shareholder after TradeWindow CEO, owns 21%

Following the seed round, ASB Bank now owns a 21% stake in the company and is the second-

largest shareholder after TradeWindow’s founder and CEO AJ Smith, The New Zealand Herald 

reports Dec. 16.

According to an announcement by TradeWindow, ASB Bank participated in the round alongside two 

new shipping and logistics-focused investors including local family office Leroux and their partner 

Te Hana consulting, as well as Perth-based Rae family office.

New Zealand’s ASB Bank Owns 21% in TradeWindow Following $1.7M Round

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/new-zealands-asb-bank-owns-21-in-tradewindow-following-17m-round
https://cointelegraph.com/news/new-zealands-asb-bank-owns-21-in-tradewindow-following-17m-round
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The Cardano Foundation announced that it has appointed McCann Dublin, the Ireland-based hand 

of the global advertising agency, as its brand strategy and design agency. According to the compa-

ny’s announcement, McCann will be tasked with realigning the Cardano brand with the company’s 

mission.

The Cardano Foundation employs a global advertising agency to develop its brand

The Cardano Foundation, an independent organization tasked with overseeing the development 

of Cardano, has set its sights on strengthening the image of its ambitious blockchain project. With 

numerous pilots in the works and dozens of important updates and milestones achieved by the 

Cardano team, the last step in global adoption is brand recognition.

Despite its ambitious goals, dedicated team, and loyal following, Cardano has been struggling to 

breach into the mainstream crypto industry and compete in the major league. And now, the Swiss-

based organization announced that it appointed an advertising company to help it reach a wider 

audience.

According to the company’s official announcement, McCann Dublin, the Ireland-based arm of global 

advertising giant McCann, will be tasked with developing the company’s brand strategy and design.

Cardano will be joining Microsoft, LinkedIn, and Norwegian Airlines as 

McCann’s client

Read more...

https://cryptoslate.com/cardano-will-be-joining-microsoft-linkedin-and-norwegian-airlines-as-mccanns-client/
https://cryptoslate.com/cardano-will-be-joining-microsoft-linkedin-and-norwegian-airlines-as-mccanns-client/
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PLATINUM PROJECT INFORMATION

 THE HUSTLE APP

The Hustle App is designed to reward you for participating in fitness and staying healthy. Earn bonus 

token rewards for helping others to stay fit & healthy through group fitness and exercise. The App 

includes a built in wallet and token transfer to convert HUSL Tokens to BTC, ETH or USD.

It‘s a TOTALLY FREE app with no memberships or fees of any kind All you need to do is participate. 

Multiple smart watch platforms are available.

The App can connect you with like-minded people. This inspires motivation through group fitness 

and support. You also have the option to be connected with professional trainers, professional ath-

letes and healthy food providers to assist you with your training & diet in order to attain your goals.

And connections to major shoe brands & world-leading fitness companies providing you the option 

to use the HUSL token or other modes of switched currencies to purchase products at a reduced 

price.

Project Details:
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Official Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rblGsrfP8_I

Token: 

https://youtu.be/rblGsrfP8_I
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RoadMap:

Exchanges:

Wallet:

Sistemkoin 

[IEO Ongoing]

ProBit 

[IEO Coming]

TrustWallet MEW Connect Atomic Wallet Coinbase Wallet

https://sistemkoin.com/ieo/token/HUSL
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Team:

Drake Blankenship

Co-founder / President / 

Block-Chain Advisor

T. Han

Partner, Bounty Coordinator, 

Project Direction Coordination 

Team

Nazmul Shuvo 
Admin, Telegram Moderator, 

Director of Multi-Language 

Social Media Platforms

K Blankenship 

Co-founder / Business & 

Financial Advisor

Silva Nicole 

Partner & Project 

Direction Coordinator

Thai Dinh Ngugen  

Admin, Telegram 

Moderator, Tech Specialist, 

Vietnamese Translation

A. Bushra  

Blockchain Developer

Saad Muhamed

Partner & App Development

Md Shahed

Admin, Telegram 

Moderator, Telegram 

Bangladesh

Naseef Abdulquadri 

Admin, Telegram 

Moderator, Telegram 

Arabic
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Website: https://hustletoken.org/ 

Email: director@hustletoken.org 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/TheHustleToken  

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-hustle-app/  

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/hustle_token/ 

Telegram: https://t.me/HustleAppChat

Facebook: https://m.facebook.com/HustleToken/

Medium: https://medium.com/@RecifeBitcoin/hustle-will-be-a-powerful-app-designed-to-reward-

everyone-for-participating-in-fitness-and-staying-fd666971d1b7  

Bitcoin talk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=2681308;sa=showPosts 

Token: HUSL

Type: Utility

Price: 1 HUSL = 0.06 USD

Tokens for Sale:  15,000,000

Bonus:  Available

Bounty:  Available

Platform:  Ethereum

Accepting:  ETH

Distributed in ICO:  51%

Minimum investment: 1

Country:  USA

More Information:
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Hi Crypto Network,

At its all time high in 2017, Bitcoin prices were a staggering $20k a coin. Early adopters undoubt-

edly had a field day racking in thousands, millions to billions of dollars in profits. There are at least 

7 people who attained billionaire status as of 2017 thanks to Bitcoin.

BEST CRYPTOCURRENCY TO INVEST IN – TOP TEN BITCOIN MILLIONAIRES

Richest people in BTC

Leading the pack is the father of Bitcoin Satoshi Nakamoto. Whether it is a group of highly secretive 

individuals or a lone actor behind the pseudonym, Nakamoto’s identity remains unknown. But what 

is clear, is that a wallet associated with Nakamoto was allocated 1 m of the 21m created Bitcoins. 

This makes Nakamoto the richest Bitcoin holder worth $19 B.

TOP TEN BITCOIN BILLIONAIRES – BEST 

CRYPTOCURRENCY TO INVEST IN

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-market-analysis/richest-people-in-crypto-best-cryptocurrency-to-invest-in/
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Other big winners from Bitcoin are C.E.O’s and founders of Blockchain companies. Changpeng 

Zhao, better known as CZ in the Cryptosphere, is the founder of Binance, the biggest crypto 

exchange globally. He is reportedly an owner to a $2b crypto wealth fortune. Coinbase owner Brian 

Armstrong founded the digital currency exchange in 2012 and owns between $900m – $1b worth 

of Crypto. Joseph Lubin and Antony Diioris are both Ethereum founders and are worth $1b – $5b 

and $1 b respectively.

Cameroon Winklevoss and his twin brother Tyler, of the Facebook idea row with Mark Zuckerberg, 

walked home with $65m from the lawsuit and put it to good use. They ventured into Capital proj-

ects among them Bitcoin and were rumored to have owned 1% of the world’s Bitcoin at some point. 

They later founded Gemini crypto exchange and their crypto wealth is somewhere over $1b. Mathew 

Boszak worth $1b lucked out as well when he came across Bitcoin in its formative years in 2011. He 

claims to have introduced Bill Clinton and Richard Branson to Bitcoin by gifting them some.

Notable billionaires investing in Bitcoin

Warren Buffett slammed Bitcoin calling it “rat poison squared” while his vice chair at Berkshire 

Charlie Munger likened trading in Bitcoin to “just dementia” in their opposition to investments in 

Bitcoin. However, it seems their counterparts in the billionaire’s circle are not listening.

Hongkong billionaire Li Ka-Shing was the highest investor in Bakkt’s series A funding which raised 

$182.5m in its first round. 90 year old Li worth $34.9 b, through his company Horizon Venturing 

threw his confidence behind the Bitcoin and crypto platform set to provide Bitcoin futures trading.

Last year, the Virgin Group boss, Richard Branson, invested $30m in Bitcoin payments processor 

BitPay. Branson has been promoting Bitcoin and Blockchain technology and has even been the 

face of scams luring people using his name. Running an over 400 company portfolio, Branson took 

time to defend crypto against unscrupulous actors who undermine the “positive developments of 

Bitcoin” through fake stories.

Perhaps the best known name that has weathered all the winters while remaining bullish throughout 

is that of billionaire Mike Novogratz.  Being an ex-hedge fund manager at Fortress Investment Group 

and a former partner at Goldman Sachs, his support for Bitcoin is backed up by expertise in finance. 

He also put his money where his mouth is and founded Galaxy Digital, a crypto merchant bank self-

styled as the ‘Goldman Sachs of crypto.’
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10. Michael Novogratz CEO of the Digital-Assets Bank Galaxy Digital, 

worth $700 million to $1 billion.

8. Anthony Di Iorio, founded the blockchain platform Ethereum and 

the cryptocurrency wallet Jaxx. He’s worth $750 million to $1 billion.

9. Brock Pierce helped funded several crypto-based companies, 

including Coinbase and Tether. He’s worth $700 million to $1 billion.

7. Matthew Roszak, the cofounder of the blockchain startup Bloq who 

founded Tally Capital, a crypto-focused private-investment firm, was an 

early investor in bitcoin. He now has $900 million to $1 billion in crypto.

THE TOP 10 RICHEST PEOPLE IN BITCOIN AND 

CRYPTOCURRENCIES
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6. Brian Armstrong, CEO of the digital-currency exchange 

Coinbase, has a crypto fortune of $900 million to $1 billion

5. The Late Matthew Mellon, invested early in Ripple’s XRP. He now has a crypto fortune of $900 

million to $1 billion although his estate has been passed on due to his death last year he is definitely 

warranted to being on the list!

4. Winklevoss Twins, estimated crypto fortune of $900 

million to $1.1 billion. Early investors in bitcoin and founded 

the digital-currency exchange Gemini in 2015.

3. Changpeng Zhao, Founder and CEO of Binance, $1.1 billion to 

$2 billion in crypto investments.
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2. Joseph Lubin, Cofounder of Ethereum who previous 

an executive at Goldman Sachs, has between $1 billion 

and $5 billion in crypto.

1. Chris Larsen, Cofounder of Ripple, has $7.5 billion to 

$8 billion in cryptocurrencies.

BEST CRYPTO TO INVEST IN NOW

There are over 2000 cryptocurrencies in the crypto market with more constantly coming in. Yet, 

Bitcoin has managed to maintain dominance in both market cap and represents the largest transfer 

of volume in the market. This shows that Bitcoin enjoys a significant level of trust that enables it to 

remain a force even when prices are low. The Bitcon halving scheduled for May 2020 could also 

push Crypto prices up due to the halving of Bitcoins rewarded in mining.
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ARE CRYPTOS A GOOD INVESTMENT?

Bitcoin Millionaire Erik Finman made his first multiple millions when he was only 18 after turning 

a $1000 gift from his grandmother to a reason to skip collage. Finman owns 401 Bitcoins worth 

$3,694,473 as of this writing. He has been encouraging young people to make long term invest-

ments in Bitcoin and other Cryptocurrencies.

Finman took a leap of faith when he spent his gift on a then little known digital currency to change 

economic classes so quickly. This does not mean that investing in digital currencies are the fastest 

ways to create wealth for our generation, however, cryptocurrency presents the largest pool for self 

directed investment. When in doubt, it is best to consult finance experts.

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article. Thanks for reading!

Have a fantastic day!

Live from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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An Overview of BitIRA: Why You Should Consider This Service for Your Retirement

It is always wise to have a plan to replace your income after retirement. Many people will opt for 

retirement investments, but these are usually limited to paper assets such as stocks and mutual 

funds. Further you will hardly ever see anyone investing in cryptocurrencies.

BitIRA, however, provides a way for Americans to include cryptocurrencies in their retirement sav-

ings by helping its customers convert an existing IRA or 401(k) into a “Digital IRA”. A Digital IRA is a 

form of a self-directed IRA that allows you to invest in crypto such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple and 

more.

In addition to enjoying the same tax-deferred status that come with all IRAs, Digital IRAs offer many 

of the benefits of digital currencies, such as anonymity, security, and growth potential. Additionally, 

BitIRA provides several other benefits that other Digital IRA providers cannot match.

PLATINUM PROJECT INFORMATION

Details:

BITIRA
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How BitIRA Works

The first step towards purchasing cryptocurrency for your IRA is to open a self-directed IRA. With 

such an account, you have full control over the digital currency in your retirement, while a certified 

custodian manages certain administrative tasks that are required by law. While the custodian can 

be a bank or any other financial institution that is approved by the IRS, BitIRA has partnered with 

Preferred Trust Company to act as the custodian for its customers.  

The custodian is your account’s overseer. They will, therefore, execute the purchase and sale of 

your assets (only with your approval, of course), maintain transaction records, and file any needed 

reports for tax on your behalf.

In addition to its partnership with Preferred Trust Company, BitIRA has partnered with a top 

exchange to make buying and selling of digital currencies from your account fast and simple. Rather 

than requiring its customers to go through the rigorous verification process from an exchange, 

BitIRA’s solution allows you to place your purchases at unrivaled speeds.

To store the digital credentials to your currency, BitIRA offers ‘The World’s Most Secure Digital 

Currency IRA.’ The propriety solution combines five components to deliver an unmatched security 

level for your credentials.  These five components are multi-sig wallets, personal, custom hardware 

devices, cold storage in protected vaults, end-to-end insurance, and compliance with cryptocur-

rency security standards. This combination comprises the world’s first insured cold storage solution 

for Digital IRAs.

Why You Should Open a Digital IRA with BitIRA

If you are still not convinced, you may be wondering why you should choose a Digital IRA with BitIRA 

over other conventional retirement accounts. Here are some important reasons: 

Tax-deferred growth

Cryptocurrencies have significant growth potential. By opening a Digital IRA with BitIRA, you can 

take advantage of this potential without worrying about taxes. Tax is deferred on any growth of 

the crypto for as long as they are in your IRA.

Security

As BitIRA has created the World’s Most Secure Digital IRA, with the highest degree of security, 

the assets that you purchase through BitIRA are fully protected and insured against any cases 

of hacks, fraud, theft or mistakes.

Diversification

One of the ways of mitigating risk is by diversifying your assets. Rather than hold stocks and 

mutual funds only, BitIRA lets you add crypto to your retirement savings as well.

https://www.bitira.com/digital-ira/worlds-most-secure/
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Finally, BitIRA’s latest addition sets it apart from competitors. On 10th July 2019, BitIRA announced 

the launch of My BitIRA, which allows users to maximize transparency and control over their crypto-

currency retirement accounts.  Through this platform, users can track the performance of their IRAs 

and initiate transactions from wherever they are.

BitIRA is a leading expert in setting up and managing Digital IRAs. Undoubtedly, this service offers 

a solution to any American who would want to hold some crypto in their retirement funds. 

For those who want to learn more about how they can get started, BitIRA is currently offering a free 

info guide to readers of Cryptonaire Weekly. To claim your free info guide, simply click here.

Website: https://www.bitira.com/  

E-mail: info@bitira.com  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BitIRA/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/BitIRAOfficial  

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzZGkkChuTi2VSIaH2rd3JA 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bitira/  

Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/BitIRAOfficial

For More Information:

Official Video: https://youtu.be/t413nPJ4R98

https://news.bitcoin.com/pr-my-bitira-launches-to-empower-us-consumers-with-24-7-cryptocurrency-retirement-account-access/
https://info.bitira.com/digital-ira/?utm_medium=print&utm_campaign=pial&utm_source=pca&fid=24787&utm_content=article_nov19
https://youtu.be/t413nPJ4R98
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https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/



